Discover why ABC is
“The Leader in Batting Cage Technology!”

Automated Batting Cages
A division of J&J Amusements, Inc.
ABC Pastime® Pitching Machine

1 Hp 3 phase tefc ac motor.
Energy efficient - uses 40% less power.
A/c variable speed electronic controller.
Soft start-up reduces stress on motor and complete drive train.
Ball view chute allows for perfect batter timing between pitches.
Solid urethane, long life pitching wheels.
All steel construction with weather resistant Powder coat finish.
Unique “high/low” and “left/right” adjustment handles allow for quick and simple pitch modifications.

ABC Model AH-1000 Conveyor - Sorter - Feeding System

Automatically lifts and sorts baseballs and softballs from ground and feeds up to 18 pitching machines.
Non-stretch and easily maintained
Conveyor belting.
Non-jamming feed system.
Never runs out of balls and requires no additional “reservoir” hopper.
Automatic shut-off system when not in use.
Utilizes “open” tube ball channels.

ABC Looks Great, Let’s do it!!!

ABC Model LB-1000 LED Warning Light Box

Warning lights allow players to see proper operation of pitching machine.
Light protector bar.
Designed for both single, dual and elevation control pitching machine systems.
Operates individually as a stand alone unit or with model bc-2 control computer.
All digital “quick connect” processor board allows for on-the-spot repair.

www.battingcages.com
LET THE PROS AT ABC HELP YOU FROM “A to Z”

The pros at Automated Batting Cages have developed over 1000 commercial batting cages throughout the world. We have over 30 years of experience in the batting cage industry. ABC manufactures innovative, dependable, and low-maintenance equipment. As experienced owners and operators ourselves, we have a unique understanding of the batting cage business. This experience allows ABC to confidently make sound recommendations and provide quality assistance in respect to your project decisions. All equipment manufactured by ABC is designed exclusively for commercial duty, not “team” style equipment modified for use in commercial applications. Coin operated, commercial batting cages are our only business, and we do it better than anyone. Virtually all major, multiple location companies and franchises that operate entertainment businesses use ABC as their equipment supplier. We take pride in our products and services, and remain committed to maintaining this high level of confidence and satisfaction from our existing customers, as well as with continuing to provide equipment of the highest quality.

First, ABC will help you with your batting cage development process. From planning, layout, custom design, and construction consultation, to the equipment selection and installation, ABC will work with you through each step of the process. From there, ABC will support you with a seven day-a-week customer service program that assists with equipment maintenance and repairs. ABC is the only batting cage equipment supplier with all the answers!

ABC has standard designs for indoor or outdoor batting cages, and will create custom designs that are suitable for your building or property. ABC has developed cost-effective construction techniques and methods for the batting cage construction that will provide the highest quality and most attractive batting cage available.

Listen to what one of our batting cage equipment owners said. “We own eight of your batting range systems. If you want the finest quality, lowest maintenance, best service, most reliable and the most profitable batting range system available, there is no choice! ABC is the only system available!” We think you will agree.

GET THE BENEFITS OF ABC

We are prepared to answer not just the frequently asked questions, but all of the questions you may have about the batting cage business. How many stalls do I need? How much will it cost? How much space is required? How profitable is a batting cage? ABC takes pride in providing honest and candid answers to those questions.

Those we service include:

- Family entertainment centers
- Miniature golf course owners
- Go kart operators
- Golf driving ranges
- Park & recreation programs
- City and other municipal programs
- Military bases and government facilities
- Equipment replacement and retrofitting for any cage
- Privately owned “stand alone” cages
- Bowling centers
- Those just getting started!

DON’T DELAY - CALL TODAY

1-800-854-3140
www.battingcages.com
ABC Automatic Conveyor/Feeding System

Ball-sorting system automatically sorts baseballs and softballs for distribution to the pitching machines.

Features:

- High capacity; will simultaneously feed up to 18 pitching machines.
- Limited moving parts eliminates ball jamming.
- Wide belt allows for 3 ball pickup per conveyor flight.
- Superior ball sort function.
- Open aluminum troughs for easy maintenance.
- All ball feeding accessories and electrical assemblies included.
- Current sensor that switches conveyor on/off with pitching machine operation.
- Quality all steel fabrication with weather-resistant powder coat finish.
- One year limited warranty.

ABC Individual Hopper System

The Individual Hopper System is the perfect solution for indoor or small operations.

Various equipment and electronic options are available such as single machine systems, dual machine systems and baseball or softball options are available.

Baseball machines on all systems are compatible for use with Select A Pitch or Elevation Control.

Installation requires minimal site preparation expense.

One year limited warranty.
Designed to protect the coin/token mechanism from accidental damage or vandalism.

May accommodate several token sizes.

Utilizes double-door/double-lock security system.

Constructed from heavy-gauge steel with weather-resistant, powder-coat finish.

Rental button allows a "safety pause" between batters while in "rental play mode".

May be used for standard single, dual applications or with Select A Pitch and Elevation Control systems.

Optional card reader enclosures available for outdoor or indoor use. *Electronics not included.

**ABC BC-2 Control Computer**

Portable; can be connected at multiple locations for programming and troubleshooting.

Allows operator complete remote operation of all cages from office/booth.

Assists cash control by saving to memory all batting cage activity.

Allows team rentals to be activated from office.

Operates up to 30 cages and 60 pitching machines.

**ABC PT Series LED Warning Light Box**

Operates individually as a stand-alone unit or with model BC-2 control computer.

May be used for standard single, dual applications or with select a pitch and elevation control systems.

LED warning lights for virtual lifetime operation.

Light protector bar.

All digital "quick connect" Processor board allows for on the spot repair.
ABC Commercial Grade Pitching Machine

An evolution of a proven and simple design that is the ABC machine of the future.

Features:
• 2 Abc “Pastime®” pitching machines per batting stall - one baseball & one softball machine.
• Never be “out-of-season” with this system.
• Batters can choose baseball or softball pitches from within the batting stall.
• One year limited warranty.

ABC Dual Pitching Machine System

Features:
• 1-HP, 3-phase TEFC A/C motor - operates on 115 VAC.
• Energy-efficient - uses 40% less power.
• A/C variable speed electronic controller - soft start up.
• Ball viewing chute allows for perfect batter timing between pitches.
• Belt drive design.
• Improved design for easier maintenance access.
• Requires minimal maintenance and service.
• All-steel construction with weather-resistant powder coat finish.
• Solid urethane® pitching wheels
• Unique “high/low” and “left/right” adjustment handle allows for quick and simple pitch modifications.
• One year limited warranty.

Give us a call today!
1-800-854-3140 or 1-503-304-8899

For more information visit our website at www.battingcages.com
ABC Select A Pitch System

The new ABC Select A Pitch System is an attractive option that has been designed specifically for use with the ABC Pastime baseball pitching machine. State-of-the-art digital electronics used in the system ensures dependability, minimal maintenance, and consistent accuracy of pitches. This interactive system allows the batter to select the pitching speed that will match their skill level. The batter can also adjust the elevation of the pitch, which increases customer satisfaction. The ability to select the perfect pitch and make adjustments without moving to a different cage will increase utilization, enhance the hitting experience, and will keep customers coming back for more.

Features:
- All-digital electronics for performance and dependability.
- Simple, user-friendly design.
- Allows batters to select from three different speeds.
- Two different speed programs.
- Batter can adjust pitch height before or during game.
- LED indicator lights that display height of pitch.
- Left hand hitter elevation adjustment station.
- Automatically adjusts height for the selected speed.
- Easy programming sequence and low maintenance for operator convenience.
- Works with standard coin box or all card reader systems.
- One year limited warranty.

The pitch elevation control is easy to read and operate. Features LED lights to indicate relative pitch height.

Provides maximum utilization of batting stalls.

Designed to protect the coin/token mechanism from accidental damage or vandalism.

Utilizes double-door/double-lock security system.

Constructed from heavy-gauge steel with weather-resistant powder-coat finish.

Lefty box allows left-handed hitters easy adjustments without crossing home plate.

ABC Accessories

- Baseballs and softballs.
- Pole protector pads.
- Bats and helmets.
- Complete netting systems.
- Stand-alone, Internal hopper systems (IHS).
- Batting cage safety and warning signs.
- Tokens.
ABC EXCLUSIVE SERVICES

- Consulting services for upgrading existing batting cage systems
- Operations, safety and management supplies and material
- Finest customer service program available
- Service technician available seven days a week
- Exclusive abc one year limited warranty on equipment systems
- Technical construction assistance
- Turnkey construction services
- Custom designs for outdoor or indoor cages

CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES

- Complete standard and custom in-house Computer Assisted Design (CAD) batting cage blueprints and services (cages with up to ten stalls)
- ABC will design a customized layout for your particular property or building. If it can be done, ABC can do it.
- All designs available for outdoor or indoor cages.

ABC INDOOR BATTING CAGES

Thought ABC just supplied outdoor batting cages? Well, ABC has designed and supplied equipment for indoor cages throughout our commercial batting cage history.

Indoor batting cage facilities have become increasingly popular for several reasons. You will have an extended season unaffected by weather, reduced development costs, and in most cases, an easier process obtaining a building permit. ABC is playing an important role in this expanding industry by providing our expertise in design and equipment. ABC has developed cost-effective construction techniques and methods which reduce the project costs, and provide for proper functionality of the cage, along with an aesthetically pleasing appearance.

Common additions to indoor facilities are training programs that include group or private lessons for hitting, pitching and fielding, pro shops, and food service. They can generate a considerable amount of revenue that helps counter the higher overhead costs associated with indoor locations.

We use the same tough, rugged equipment for indoor batting cages that has been time-tested and proven in the outdoor cages. ABC has been at work designing and developing batting cages for over 30 years. Our unique understanding of this industry allows us to design a better cage with the ease of operation, equipment dependability, and low maintenance you should expect.

A division of J&J Amusements, Inc.
4897 Indian School Rd NE
Suite 150
Salem, Oregon, U.S.A. 97305
Email: info@battingcages.com
Website: www.battingcages.com